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REINFORCEMENT BAR CUTTER

5.56 MM

PRECISION MACHINED
FAST-ATTACH

®

COMBAT
PROVEN

HEAT TREATED
STAINLESS STEEL

DESCRIPTION
The SureFire RBC was developed after a military request as a measure to
allow the shooter to defeat reinforcement rebar. The RBC simply slides
over a SureFire WARCOMP-556-CTN or SFCT-556 Suppressor Adapter
and securely attaches via the same patented Fast-Attach® mechanism
used on our best-in-class, battle-proven SOCOM suppressors. While
cutting through rebar with live ammunition is inherently dangerous, the
RBC provides a more effective, safer scenario by aligning the bore of the
weapon with the rebar and offering some protection—to the operator,
those nearby, and the weapon—from spalling of the fired round and
rebar fragments. Simply index the attached RBC with the rebar and
apply forward pressure before firing the weapon. The RBC is merely a
locating device, and it will not degrade the performance of the weapon or
adversely affect ballistics of the projectile fired.
FEATURES
¼ For defeating rebar in breaching situations
¼ Aligns the bore of the weapon with rebar for more effective cutting
¼ Offers some protection from spalling and redirects expanding

gasses of the shot
¼ Only for use with the WARCOMP-556-CTN or SFCT-556 adapter
¼ Precision machined from US mill-certified heat-treated

stainless steel bar stock
¼ Does not degrade performance of the rifle
¼ Can be used with any 5.56 ammunition
¼ Designed and tested for use on 1/2” or smaller diameter rebar

OTHER VIEWS

SPECIFICATIONS

RBC REINFORCEMENT BAR CUTTER
BODY COLORS
CALIBER

5.56 mm

LENGTH

4.0 in (10.2 cm)

WEIGHT

15 oz (425 g)

PART# / UPC
RBC-556-CTN-BK

084871325837
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FEATURED ACCESSORY

PACKAGING SPECS

WARCOMP
WARCOMP-556-CTN-1/2-28
H

TYPE

2C kraft box

HEIGHT

3.75 inches (9.5 cm)

WIDTH

1.81 inches (4.5 cm)

DEPTH

1.81 inches (4.5 cm)

FLASH HIDER
SFCT-556-1/2-28

W

D

Suppressor adapters for 5.56 and .308 also available. Visit surefire.com/suppressors for more details.
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